Review of chemometric analysis techniques for comprehensive two dimensional separations data.
Comprehensive two-dimensional (2D) separations, such as comprehensive 2D gas chromatography (GC×GC), liquid chromatography (LC×LC), and related instrumental techniques, provide very large and complex data sets. It is often up to the software to assist the analyst in transforming these complex data sets into useful information, and that is precisely where the field of chemometric data analysis plays a pivotal role. Chemometric tools for comprehensive 2D separations are continually being developed and applied as researchers make significant advances in novel state-of-the-art algorithms and software, and as the commercial sector continues to provide user friendly chemometric software. In this review, we build upon previous reviews of this topic, by focusing primarily on advances that have been reported in the past five years. Most of the reports focus on instrumental platforms using GC×GC with either flame ionization detection (FID) or time-of-flight mass spectrometry (TOFMS) detection, or LC×LC with diode array absorbance detection (DAD). The review covers the following general topics: data preprocessing techniques, target analyte techniques, comprehensive nontarget analysis techniques, and software for chemometrics in multidimensional separations.